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Abstract. This paper  reports  on the status of  The Universi ty  of  Texas at Arlington student effort to 
design, build and fly an Autonomous  Aerial Vehicle. Both the 1991 entry into the First International  
Aerial Robotics  Competi t ion as well as ref inements being made for 1992 are described.  Significant 
technical highlights include a real-time vision sys tem for target object ive tracking, a real-time ultrasonic 
locator  sys tem for position sensing, a novel  mechanism for gradually moving f rom human to compute r  
control,  and a hierarchical control s tructure implemented  on a 32-bit microcontroller.  Detailed discus- 
sion about  the design of mult ivariable automat ic  controls for stability augmentat ion is included. Position 
and att i tude control loops are opt imized according to a combined ~2 and 3 ~  criteria. We present  a 
modification of a recently published procedure  for recovering a desired open- loop t ransfer  function 
shape within the f r amework  of  the mixed ~ 2 / ~  problem. This work has led to a new result that frees 
a design pa ramete r  related to imposing the ~ - n o r m  constraint.  The additional f reedom can be used to 
improve upon the pe r fo rmance  and robustness  characteris t ics  of  the system. 

Key words: Autonomous  vehicle, robust  control,  optimal control, inertial navigation, microprocessor  
control 

1. Introduction 

The Associat ion for Unmanned  Vehicle Sys tems 
has organized an International  Aerial Robotics  
Competi t ion open to student led teams from uni- 
versities worldwide. The challenge is to design 
and build a complete ly  au tonomous  aerial vehi- 
cle (AAV) to t ransfer  six randomly placed metal  
spools or disks one at a t ime from a pick-up area, 
to a drop-off  area in less than six minutes.  The 
nominal distance to be t raversed is 80 feet while 
clearing 3 foot high centrally located barrier.  The 

6 foot d iameter  pick-up and drop-off  rings are de- 
fined by walls 3 inches in height. 

In 1991, students from the Universi ty of  Texas 
at Arlington (UTA), College of Engineering, en- 
tered the only vehicle that proved capable of  au- 
tonomous  flight at the first annual compet i t ion 
(Figure l). The aircraft was designed, developed 
and constructed at a total cost  of $8,500 (includ- 
ing the retail value of loaned or donated parts and 
supplies). Although UTA had no formal  indus- 
trial partner,  technical assistance,  encourage- 
ment,  and donations were provided by local in- 
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is based upon some new results, a full theoretical 
development  is included in a supporting Appen-  
dix A. The final section provides some conclu- 
sions and a description of  on-going research. 

Fig. 1. The 1991 aircraft 

dustry. At the competi t ion,  the vehicle lifted-off 
and flew to the center  of  the pick-up area, but a 
landing boom contacted the ring surrounding the 
pick-up area and the vehicle crashed.  

Out of  ten universi ty teams that registered for 
the competi t ion,  four besides UTA were success- 
ful in complet ing enough of  the task to at tend the 
f ly-off  at the Georgia  Tech campus  in July 1991. 
These included Cal Poly, Universi ty of  Dayton,  
Georgia  Tech, and M.I.T.  

This paper  is organized as follows. Section 2 
gives an overv iew of the early planning that led 
to the choice of  vehicle configuration and speci- 
fications. The airframe and power-plant  are dis- 
cussed in Section 3. Sections 4 details the sensor 
package including the on-board ,v is ion  system, 
acoustic position sensors,  Doppler  rate of  climb 
sensor,  altimeter,  accelerometers ,  and rate gy- 
ros. Section 5 discusses the servos and the disk 
pick-up mechanism.  In Section 6, the hierarchi- 
cal control sys tem consisting of  a high level state 
machine,  navigation control,  and stability aug- 
mentat ion is discussed. The stability augmenta-  
tion design is covered in detail. Since this design 

2. Performance Objectives 

This section presents some of the early planning 
and analysis that led to major  design decisions. 
We begin with an analysis of  the mission require- 
ments and then develop a set of  minimum perfor-  
mance requirements.  

2.1. Scoring Analysis 

The 1992 rules outline a scoring formula that in- 
cludes static, per formance ,  and subjective cate- 
gories of  judging. The elapsed time of flight, ve- 
hicle weight, and vehicle volume all serve to 
reduce the max imum possible score. All other 
items contr ibute  positively to the score as indi- 
cated in Table 1. The last column is based upon 
successful t ransfer  of  a single disk. The percent-  
ages indicate the relative importance  of  each 
scoring category. The next to last column is 
based upon successful t ransfer  of  all six disks. It  
is clear that to acquire and partially transfer  (to 
within 25 ft of  the Drop-off  ring) a single disk on 
a flight lasting 30 seconds or more far outweighs 
all other  scoring categories combined in relative 
importance.  

Deductions in score for vehicle weight and 
volume will be assessed at one point per  pound 
and one point per  cubic foot,  respectively. Ex- 
trapolating from the 1991 vehicle, UTA can ex- 
pect  a total deduction of about  40 to 50 points for 
these two categories combined,  so the potential  
for improvement  in these areas is minimal. 

A deduction for flight t ime will be assessed at 
a rate of  1/(1 + f )  points per second w h e r e f i s  the 
number  of  disks acquired and partially trans- 
ferred. Thus,  the probable  total deduction for 
t ime of flight is difficult to predict,  and scenarios 
can be formulated whereby it is bet ter  to land 
early than to continue to a t tempt  to pick up 
disks. For  example,  a successful flight of  30 sec- 
onds with zero transfers would result in a t ime 
deduction of 30 points and a net score of  69 
points for items f +  c + e less the time deduction. 
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Table I. S c o r i n g  a n a l y s i s .  

I t e m  P o i n t s  M a x i m u m  % for  6 % for  1 

f. D i s k  a c q u i s i t i o n  w / p a r t i a l  t r a n s f e r  

c. S u c c e s s f u l  d i s k  t r a n s f e r  
e. F ly  30 s e c o n d s  or  m o r e  
g. S u c c e s s f u l  l a n d i n g  
j .  S a f e t y  of  d e s i g n  
h. E l e g a n c e  of  d e s i g n / c r a f t s m a n s h i p  
i. I n n o v a t i o n  in d e s i g n  
k. I n n o v a t i o n  in d i s k  a c q u i s i t i o n  

1. B e s t  t e a m  tee  sh i r t  

200 e a c h  x 6 = 1200 70.6 44.4 

50 e a c h  × 6 = 300 17.6 l l . l  
99 = 99 5.8 22.0 
30 = 30 1.8 6.7 

0 - 4 0  - 40 2.4 8.9 
0 - 1 0  - 1 0  0.6 2.2 
0 - 1 0  - 1 0  0 . 6  2 . 2  

0 - 1 0  - 1 0  0.6 2.2 
0-1 - 1 0 .0  0 .2  

M a x i m u m  P o s s i b l e  1700 100.0 

Continuing the same flight for 360 seconds with 
zero transfers  would result in a t ime deduction of  
360 points and a similar net score of  minus 261 
points. So, a 30 second hover  "bad  wea the r"  
flight plan should be prepared and implemented  
should it be deemed unlikely that a disk can be 
acquired. 

As disks are t ransferred,  the m ax i m um  poten- 
tial deduct ion for a continued flight becomes  less 
significant. Assume one disk is successfully ac- 
quired and partially t ransferred giving a 200 point 
addition to the score. Then the time deduction 
becomes  90 points for a 3 minute flight and 180 
points for a 6 minute flight. But if 6 disks are par- 
tially t ransferred,  then the plus score is 1200 
points with time deductions of  26 points for a 3 
minute flight or 51 points for a 6 minute flight. It 
appears  most  advantageous  not to " rush"  the 
flight, but to ensure successful acquisitions with 
at least partial transfers.  

2.2. Proposed Mission Profile 

A reasonable  target for total disk acquisition and 
t ransfer  t ime that is well under  the 6 minute rule 
must  be specified. I f  a specification of  4 minutes 
is selected (leaving 2 minutes for take-off,  land- 
ing, and unforeseen circumstances) ,  then each 
trip must  be comple ted  in an average of  40 sec- 
onds. I f  we allow 18 seconds on station over  the 
pick-up ring to locate and acquire a disk then the 
round-trip t raverse  t ime must  be held to 22 sec- 
onds. 

To verify the feasibility of  this flight profile, 
assume the vehicle is capable  of  a ramp change 

in velocity. Clearly, the implied ability to make 
step changes in accelerat ion is an over-simplifi- 
cation, but this assumption will suffice for initial 
approximations.  To t raverse 80 feet in 11 seconds 
dictates an average velocity of  7.27 ft/s. I f  the 
max imum horizontal  cruise velocity is 10 ft/s and 
the max imum accelerat ion is 4 ft/s z (approxi- 
mately ½ g), then the one-way t raverse  t ime 
works out to be 10.5 seconds. A side force of  
about  3 lb applied to a 24 lb vehicle would be 
required. 

2.3. Pitch-Over versus Constant-Att i tude Flight 

Two ways of achieving the accelerat ions and air- 
speeds required to meet  the proposed mission 
profile are considered: 

Method (A)- -P i tch-over  of  the entire vehicle 
so tha t  the engine thrust  is vec- 
tored as desired; 

Method (B)- -Constant -a t t i tude  with deflec- 
tion of flying surfaces to achieve 
lift in the desired direction of 
travel. 

These two methods have been selected for this 
analysis because  both may readily be applied to 
the basic plan-form of  the tail-sitter which was 
used by UTA in the 1991 competi t ion.  While 
other possible aircraft configurations involving 
alternative philosophies (e.g., helicopter,  twin- 
rotor, ducted fan) were considered,  it was de- 
cided that to draw upon the exper ience  gained by 
the 1991 team would yield the highest possible 
potential for success.  

Using Method (A), a pi tch-over  of  about  7 de- 
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grees will give the minimum required horizontal 
acceleration of 4 ft/s 2. With Method (B), a wing 
area of  1.0 ft 2 at a maximum loading of 3 lb/ft 2 
would be needed. If a maximum coefficient of lift 
of  0.5 is assumed, then 3 lb/ft 2 can be achieved 
with a nominal air velocity of  V~ = 72 ft/s. The 
'91 aircraft had a nominal prop-wash velocity of 
80 ft/s in steady hover. Thus, either method ap- 
pears capable of  generating the minimum re- 
quired translational acceleration needed for the 
proposed mission profile. 

The only obvious advantage of employing 
Method (A) pitch-over for translational acceler- 
ation is that the use of this method in 1991 affords 
a certain level of  experience that can be drawn 
upon in designing the 1992 vehicle. A second 
possible advantage is that the overall size of sta- 
bilizing fins and control surfaces might be signif- 
icantly smaller than those required for Method 
(B) constant-att i tude flight. Disadvantages of  
Method (A) include higher levels of  complexity 
and difficulty associated with altitude and navi- 
gational determinations,  precision hold over a 
target disk, target disk retrieval, and cross-wind 
landing. There will also be slower response to 
wind gusts (since the entire vehicle must pitch 
and yaw to compensate)  and significant gyros- 
copic coupling effects due to propeller and en- 
gine inertia. Stability augmentation and control 
of  the vehicle using either method can conceiv- 
ably be accomplished using 5 independent con- 
trol surfaces and a throttle. However ,  it is antic- 
ipated that for Method (A) the control and 
navigational algorithms will be more compli- 
cated. 

2.3.1. Engine Gyroscopic Effect. The potential 
adverse yaw due to propeller gyroscopic effect 
during a pitch-over maneuver  is significant. Per 
the definitions in Figure 2, positive pitch rate re- 
sults in a positive yaw acceleration given by 

Mop Ip " top • q 
i'p - -  - (2.1) 

G /~ 
where 

vehicle adverse yaw acceleration induced 
~P = by propeller gyroscopic effect; 
I= = vehicle moment  of  inertia about z-axis; 

yawing moment  due to 
M~e = propeller gyroscopic effect; 

Ip = propeller moment  of inertia; 

~op = propeller rotational speed; 

q = vehicle pitch rate. 

Assume the propeller is 22 inches long, turn- 
ing at 9167 rpm (960 rad/s), and approximated by 
a thin rod weighing 0.72 ounces (0.045 lb). Then, 

1/0.045\ 
Mzp = ~ 3-f~-.2)(1.833)2(960)q 

= 0.376q lb.-ft. 

Further  assume a 3 ft long 24 lb vehicle approxi- 

mated by a thin rod (Iz~ = 0.56 ft2). Then the 

total adverse yaw produced by a command to 
pitch at 0.1 rad/s for 1 second is given by 

l 

= Z dt dt = 0.034 radians; 

or, 34% of  the commanded pitch. 

](-~=dy 

r- 

Fig. 2. Axis and control surface definitions 
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2 .3 .2 .  G u s t  R e s p o n s e .  It is safe to assume that 
control surface responses  to wind gust upsets  
will be similar with ei ther Method (A) or (B). 
However ,  since the entire vehicle must  rotate to 
compensa te  with Method (A), an additional lag 
will be seen in the response.  The lag will be re- 
lated to the max imum pitch and yaw accelera-  
tions that are available. The proposed standard 
actuators  are believed to have a bandwidth of  
about  6 rad/s, and reasonable pitch and yaw 
bandwidths for the vehicle might be about  5 
rad/s at best. So, Method (B) constant-at t i tude 
wind gust response  can be expected  to be about  
4 t imes faster  than Method (A). 

2 .3 .3 .  C o n c l u s i o n .  Method (B) constant-at t i tude 
flight is preferred provided the specifications 
out l ine~in  Section 2 can be met  with reasonably 
sized flying surfaces and actuators.  Fur ther  
study will be needed to determine if this is pos- 
sible. I f  a pure constant-at t i tude flight mode  is 
not possible,  then a mixed-mode  should be con- 
sidered with constant-at t i tude for low-speed 
translations and pi tch-over  for high-speed trans- 
lations. While this approach will complicate  the 
control system,  it should generally simplify the 
most  demanding task of holding position and 
att i tude while locating and locking-on to a 
disk. 

2.4 .  G u i d e l i n e  S p e c i f i c a t i o n s  

It is likely that the compet i t ion will not enjoy 
dead calm wind conditions,  so additional perfor-  
mance  capabili ty should be provided.  Assume  a 
worst  case situation with a 15 ft/s (approximately 
10 mph) s teady wind blowing the length of  the 
arena. Further,  assume the vehicle is capable  of  
ramping horizontal  velocity at an average of  4 
ft/s z to a max imum safe cruise airspeed of  20 ft/s 
using Method (B) constant-at t i tude mode  of 
flight. This is a gross oversimplification,  but the 
results are still valuable for first approximat ions  
of  per formance .  The upwind t raverse  t ime will 
be about  14.8 seconds and the downwind time 
about  8.9 seconds.  Thus,  the round-trip t ime will 
be about  49 seconds including 25 seconds on sta- 
tion to acquire a disk in windy conditions. Even  
with the more realistic assumpt ion the accelera- 

tion is reduced to, say, l ft/s 2 average in the 15 to 
20 ft/s airspeed range, the upwind time will be 
about  21 seconds,  resulting in a total round-trip 
t ime of  about  56 seconds;  that is, the entire mis- 
sion can be completed in just  under  the 6 minute 
limit (Take-off  and initial t raverse  t ime is as- 
sumed to at least be partially offset by not having 
to return to the pick-up area following the last 
transfer.)  

As noted earlier, complet ion of the mission in 
4 minutes versus 6 minutes offers very little ad- 
vantage when a large number  of  disks are trans- 
ferred. However ,  designing to such a specifica- 
tion affords an overall  factor  of  safety of  about  
1.5 thereby providing some margin for lower 
than expected  sYstem per fo rmance  and/or un- 
expected  or difficult conditions (e.g., gusty 
winds). 

Based upon the above analysis,  the vehicle 
has been designed according to the following 
minimum guidelines: 
• Max imum Safe Steady Wind 
• z-axis cruise airspeed 
• w ...... (at w = 0 ft/s) 
• w,,,i,, (at w = 20 ft/s) 
• y-axis cruise airspeed 
• ~ ....... (at v = 0 ft/s) 
• ~,,i,, (at v = 10 ft/s) 
• Disk acquisition time 
• Minimum Excess  Power  

15 f l / s  

20 ft/s 
4 to 6 ft/s 2 
1 to 2 f t /S 2 

10 ft/s 
2 to 3 ft/s 2 
1 to 2 ft/s 2 
8 seconds 
5% at max 
cruise airspeed 

These  specifications dictate that if the maxi- 
mum allowable wind is cross course,  then the ca- 
pability of  establishing a roll atti tude such that 
the z-axis (or negative z-axis) is pointed upwind 
will be needed.  The resulting complexi ty  of  
mixed-mode  control could be undesirable,  and a 
more symmetr ic  vehicle may be indicated. 

3. Aircraft  Design 

The UTA AAV (Autonomous  Aerial Vehicle) 
concept  is derived from a pro to type  V T O L  tail- 
sitter remote ly  piloted airplane developed by 
Sky-Technology. The original concept  has the ca- 
pability to transition into horizontal  flight. The 
students redesigned the vehicle for the hover  
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mode only, and built the new design from 
scratch. The airfoil and fuselage have been rede- 
signed to accommodate  the competit ion flight 
profile. The vehicle is a symmetrical  cruciform 
shape with regular control surfaces and canard 
surfaces immersed in the slipstream of  the prop 
(Figures 1 and 2). Body axes are defined as a 
standard aircraft in vertical flight. The x-body 
axis is oriented out the vehicle nose, the y-body 
axis is out the right side, and the z-body axis fol- 
lows standard right hand orientation. 

3.1. Fuselage 

The fuselage for the AAV is a streamlined aero- 
dynamic body of  semi-monocoque construction 
designed to provide stowage for the electronic 
components  used in the mission. This is most ef- 
ficiently done by using a simple square cross sec- 
tion with the nose of  the aircraft transitioning to 
a circular cross section to conform to the spinner 
and provide a more aerodynamic shape. The 
base of the fuselage is tapered to facilitate the 
downward looking camera of  the close range 
vision system. The major components  to be 
mounted in the fuselage include the power plant, 
fuel tank, throttle servo, control computer,  frame 
grabber, vision computer,  rate gyros, radio 
receiver, CCD camera and electrical power 
system. 

3.2. Wing Design 

The UTA AAV wing design is a National Advi- 
sory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) sym- 
metrical airfoil section utilizing vertical end- 
plates at the tips. The spans of the wings and 
upper canard surfaces are driven by the esti- 
mated diameter of the propeller down-wash. The 
vertical end-plates serve to reduce losses due to 
low aspect ratios and therefore increase maneu- 
verability and control response. Two of  the lower 
wings are currently being tested with symmetric 
spoiler mechanisms to create excess drag, 
thereby providing a more responsive means to 
control altitude than available by adjusting the 
engine rpm. Control surface servos are installed 
in the wings to help free space in the fuselage for 
electronics and other equipment.  

3.3. Power-plant 

The power plant is an O.S. Max BGX-1 model 
aircraft engine. The manufacturer  rates this two 
cycle engine at 4.1 maximum horsepower and a 
maximum speed of 10,000 rpm. The fuel tank ca- 
pacity is 22 ounces and is estimated to give a run 
time of 9 minutes at full power. In order to deter- 
mine the best propeller match for a given engine 
configuration, a test stand was designed and con- 
structed. The test stand gives torque and thrust 
measurements at a given engine rpm through the 
use of  electronic strain measurements.  Strain 
gauges are mounted on two aluminum load cells 
which undergo pure bending during a test. Sev- 
eral different engine-propeller combinations 
were tested revealing that a maximum thrust of 
28 pounds could be obtained with a 22" x 6 pitch 
propeller. At this operating point the engine pro- 
duces 3.0 ft-lb reaction torque at 6700 rpm which 
implies 3.82 BHP. 

If this data is used to calculate the propeller 
efficiency, it is found to be about 73%. Efficiency 
could perhaps be improved with a propeller de- 
signed for zero speed forward flight, and this is 
currently being investigated. With a more effi- 
cient, smaller diameter propeller, the engine 
reaction torque could be redued for a given pay- 
load. 

The engine reaction torque is, of  course, a ma- 
jor  issue in the planned vehicle because relatively 
short span flying surfaces must be used to cancel 
the torque. Also at issue is the prop-wash veloc- 
ity over  the flying surfaces and the propeller tip 
speed. Lower  velocities imply larger surfaces for 
all control needs, while higher velocities imply 
increased horsepower demand. Tip speed must 
generally be held below Mach numbers of about 
0.75 to 0.80 to avoid a radical drop-off in propel- 
ler efficiency and increased dynamic loading due 
to sonic shock. 

4. Sensor Package 

Inertial, absolute, and derived sensing schemes 
have been incorporated to obtain the location, 
orientation, velocities, and accelerations needed 
to control the vehicle; see Figure 3. The acoust- 
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Fig. 3. Control computer block diagram 
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ical position system,  and acoustical  al t imeter  we 
have developed are based on a ranging module 
used in Polaroid cameras .  The Doppler  rate of  
climb sensor is based on t ransducers  found in ga- 
rage door  openers .  Accelerometers  are inte- 
grated between position updates  to provide ac- 
curate velocity and posit ion data at a higher data 
rate than the sonar  sys tems can provide.  The 
scheme we employ is similar to that currently 
employed  in aircraft and ships using a global po- 
sitioning satellite sys tem receiver. A similar 
scheme has been developed to derive heading 
f rom integrating a low-cost  high drift rate gyro 
while updating with a flux gate compass  which 
provides a heading sample every 100 ms. In the 
same way, a c l inometer  is used to update derived 
attitude f rom pitch and yaw rate gyros.  An on- 
board vision sys tem has also been developed to 
track disks and direct the craft once the inertial 
and position sys tems have placed the craft within 
the pickup area. 

4.1. Position (X, Y) 

The compet i t ion requirements  demand that new 
sensing schemes be developed to position the 
craft within the tolerances required. Radio 
Frequency  time-of-flight t ransmissions like 

L O R A N - C  have been in use for many  years,  but 
they are only accurate  to approximate ly  300 feet. 
Global positioning satellite sys tems have differ- 
ential capabil i ty to within 3 feet in some areas,  
however,  the update  rates are relatively slow. 
New high-power solid state laser diodes and high 
speed electronics make laser ranging and Dop- 
pler velocity measurements  possible,  but the 
cost,  size, and weight are prohibitive. Acoustics 
are well suited for this application. Sound travels 
at approximate ly  1100 ft/s and therefore accura- 
cies to 1 inch and ranges of  150 feet are possible 
using low cost  components .  

An acoustical LORAN-I ike  triangulation 
method is used for obtaining the X, Y location of 
the craft within the arena. Four  ultrasonic trans- 
mitters located on the border  of  the arena trans- 
mit an ultrasonic pulse every 125 ms. A syn- 
chronization pulse sent over  a coaxial cable 
connected to each of  the four t ransmit ters  en- 
sures that they all t ransmit  at the same time. 
Each of the t ransmit ters  t ransmits  at a different 
ultrasonic f requency be tween 40 and 80 kHz.  An 
array of ultrasonic receivers on-board the craft 
receives the t ransmit ted pulses. Four  phased 
locked loops with center  frequencies matching 
each of the four t ransmit ted frequencies output  a 
signal when these frequencies are received. A 
Motorola  6 8 H C l l  receives these signals and 
based on the relative arrival t ime of the pulses 
determines the craft posit ion to within one foot 
in both the X and Y directions. 

4.2. Acceleration (X, Y) 

The acoustical navigation sys tem provides posi- 
tion information eight times per second. The in- 
format ion provided by the location sys tem is de- 
layed 30 ms due to computat ion time of the 
triangulation algorithm. Therefore,  velocities are 
derived from an integration of accelerometers  in 
the X and Y axes (normally aligned with the air- 
craft y-, z-body axis system).  A second integra- 
tion is per formed to provide position information 
in between the navigation samples.  

The vehicle vibration due to the two cycle en- 
gine rotating at approximate ly  7200 rpm intro- 
duces a significant noise componen t  at 120 Hz. 
This is eliminated using a combinat ion of me- 
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chanicai damping (foam mounts)  and an analog 
low-pass filter. Another  benefit of  the low pass 
filter is the elimination of aliasing frequencies 
due to sampling rates close to that of  the engine 
noise. 

4.3. Altitude 

Altitude is sensed through two Polaroid pola- 
pulse 50 kHz  ultrasonic t ransducers .  The control 
compute r  triggers these sensors to transmit  a 
sound burst  and then times the reflected pulse. 
Sound travels at approximate ly  1 ft/ms, therefore 
a l0 ms pulse corresponds  to an altitude of  ap- 
proximate ly  5 feet. These  sensors have an abso- 
lute accuracy  of 0.1 foot. The max imum altitude 
that we intend to attain during flight testing and 
compet i t ion is 14 feet. Therefore  we sample 
every 28 ms. This provides an altitude update 
rate of  30 Hz.  A digital low pass filter provides 
filtering of high f requency noise spikes which oc- 
cur due to missed echoes.  Two sensors,  forward 
and rear, are used to compensa te  for incorrect  
measurements  which occur  when crossing the 
central  barrier. 

4.4. Rate o f  Climb 

In the 1991 craft, rate of  climb was determined 
by differentiating alt imeter data. This proved un- 
sat isfactory due to the low sample rates of  the 
acoustical  al t imeter sys tem and the amplification 
of  noise inherent in digital differentiation. An al- 
ternat ive method has been developed which uses 
the proper ty  of  Doppler  f requency shift. Doppler  
shift occurs  when a waveform of a particular fre- 
quency is reflected off of  a body moving at some 
velocity. The shift in f requency is proport ional  to 
the velocity of  the object  and inversely propor- 
tional to the wavelength of the t ransmit ted fre- 
quency. An on-board ultrasonic t ransmit ter  com- 
monly found in garage door openers  sends a 
continuous 40 kHz  tone. An on-board receiver  
turned for 40 k H z + / -  5 kHz  receives the signal 
reflected from the ground. The changes in verti- 
cal velocity of  the craft result a f requency mod- 
ulation of  the 40 kHz  carr ier  signal. A phased 
locked loop is commonly  used to demodulate  fre- 
quency modulated signals. The output  of  a phase  

locked loop is proport ional  to the difference be- 
tween a received f requency and a set frequency. 
In our case the phase locked loop is tuned to out- 
put 0 to 5v corresponding to vertical velocities 
of  _+ 1 ft/s. This corresponds  to a Doppler  shift of  
about  80 Hz. 

4.5. Vertical Acceleration 

The 1991 vehicle uses an accelerometer  to sense 
vertical acceleration. An analog low pass filter is 
used to filter engine noise and aliasing frequen- 
cies. A skewed gravitational vector  due to pitch, 
and yaw is another  source of noise in the acce- 
lerometer  data. However ,  since our approach is 
to maintain constant  atti tude (in so far as possi- 
ble) we have assumed the gravity component  to 
be constant.  

4.6. Pitch and Yaw 

A clinometer  is used to measure  the attitude 
(pitch and yaw) of the craft. A cl inometer  is like 
a ca rpen te r ' s  level with an analog output propor- 
tional to the pitch and yaw angle. One problem 
with the cl inometer  is the inaccuracies intro- 
duced f rom accelerations in the y, z plane. By 
measuring the accelerat ions in the y, z plane we 
can compensa te  for these inaccuracies.  We are 
also investigating measuring the attitude of the 
vehicle sonar  sensors similar to the sonar alti- 
meter.  By placing these sensors at the wing-tips, 
the differential can be used as an additional 
source of pitch and yaw information. 

4.7. Pitch and Yaw Rates 

Futaba  rate gyros (FP-G154) are used to measure  
the pitch and yaw rates. These inexpensive rate 
gyros are sold primarily to hobbyists  for radio- 
controlled applications. It would be useful to ob- 
tain att i tude f rom the integration of the gyro 
output.  An analysis of  these gyros has shown sig- 
nificant hysteresis  (4 deg/sec) and drift (3.4 deg/ 
sec). Although this means that an inertial navi- 
gation sys tem could not be based on these 
sensors alone, by incorporating them with other 
sensors,  a reliable inertial navigation scheme can 
be realized. 
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4.8. Heading 

A K V H  flux-gate compass  is used to obtain true 
heading. The compass  provides 0.1 deg resolu- 
tion every  100 ms. This axis is unique because  of 
the "modu lo"  effect f rom the compass :  the head- 
ing wraps around back to zero after  359.9 de- 
grees. This complicates  the error  determinat ion 
because  heading can be obtained f rom two direc- 
tions, counterc lockwise  and clockwise.  

4.9. Roll Rate 

A Futaba  rate gyro is used for roll rate informa- 
tion. The characteris t ics  of  this gyro and impli- 
cations of  deriving heading f rom it are the same 
as those discussed in pitch and yaw rate section. 

4.10. Vision 

The vision sys tem consists of  an on-board CCD 
camera ,  f rame buffer, and TMS320-C25 DSP. 
The f rame buffer and DSP boards interface to the 
control compute r  through a serial connection.  
When the vehicle encounters  the pick-up arena 
the vision sys tem is turned on. When a disk is 
located,  the vision sys tem provides a position of  
the disk currently being tracked.  The navigation 
sys tem uses this information to direct the vehicle 
to hover  directly above  it. 

Several ATD (Automated  Target Detection) 
and tracking algorithms were evaluated [1,2]. 
Many  conventional  algorithms (i.e., edge detec- 
tion) proved ineffective where glare or more  than 
one disk were visible, t rackers  like AGC (Adap- 
tive Gate  Contrast)  and Centroid have problems 
in the presence  of  ambient  light [3]. The algo- 
r i thm that we have developed applies a sum of  
absolute differences opera tor  on every  possible 
target  location to the image. Once a match  is 
found, a target  state es t imator  calculates the rel- 
ative velocity and position of  the disk over  the 
current  and previous f rame to predict  the disk 's  
next  relative position. A search area  is defined 
using this predicted position. This area  is used as 
the starting point on the next  f rame.  This reduces 
the number  of  calculations needed on each sub- 
sequent  track.  Typically, once a disk has been 
t racked for several  f rames,  the t rack rate in- 

creases to thirty position updates  per  second 
with an accuracy  of  one quarter  of  an inch at an 
altitude of  4 feet. 

5. Actuators 

5.1. Servos 

Futaba  R/C servos are used to deflect aerody- 
namic surfaces,  control the throttle, and lower 
and raise the disk pick-up mechanism.  These ser- 
vos require pulse width modulated signals with a 
period of  20 ms. We are currently investigating 
operating these servos at an update  period of  25 
ms. This will enable us to synchronize the output 
to the servo with the pr imary  control loop sample 
rate of  40 Hz.  

5.2. Pick-Up Mechanism 

Five disk pickup mechanisms have been proto- 
typed.  Four  of  these were developed in a design 
class by engineering students who were compet -  
ing for their design to be incorporated into the 
1992 craft. Each of these utilizes a different con- 
cept for acquiring the disk. One pro to type  is de- 
signed to be lowered from the craft, extend a 
semi-flexible retrieval arm,  and sweep a radius of  
up to two feet. The arm is configured so that only 
one disk can be retained. The pr imary  advantage 
of this device is that accurate  positioning is not 
required. A second pro to type  lowers an array of 
e lectromagnets  and acquires all disks in a one 
foot d iameter  area. As the array is retrieved, 
magnets  are switched off  until only one disk re- 
mains. The third pro to type  extends a telescoping 
arm with an e lect romagnet  a t tached at the end. 
The fourth pro to type  launches a permanent  rare- 
earth magnet  cluster  at the disk. The cluster  is 
a t tached to a bag partially filled with sand in or- 
der to dampen  the impact  and keep it f rom 
bouncing off. Backlash is avoided by spooling a 
lightweight fishing line f rom a mechanism similar 
to that of  a fishing spinner reel. This also affords 
a rapid retrieval rate. This pro to type  is most  sim- 
ilar to the 1991 design which uses an electric 
hoist to lower a permanent  magnet  to pick up the 
disk. An array of  Hall-effect  sensors detects  
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when a disk is acquired. At the drop-off  area the 
hoist pulls the disk up against a stop to break the 
disk loose. 

6. Control System 

The vehicle control sys tem consists of  three hi- 
erarchical control sys tems each interfacing to the 
next through variables representing the current  
state of  the craft. Supervisory  control is per- 
formed in the ou te rmos t  level. This sys tem has 
been implemented  on the control compute r  as a 
state machine.  The next level is the navigation 
control system. This sys tem is responsible for 
providing set-points to the stability augmentat ion 
sys tem thereby either repositioning the craft or 
maintaining a current  global coordinate position. 
Craft stabilization occurs in the innermost  con- 
trol level. All three of  these functions are per- 
formed on a 16.7 M H z  Motorola  68332 32-bit 
microprocessor  and 68882 floating point co- 
processor.  As discussed in earlier sections, these 
control sys tems use sensor data f rom accelero- 
meters ,  rate gyros,  clinometer,  acoustical alti- 
meter,  Doppler  acoustic rate-of-climb, flux-rate 
compass ,  acoustical  navigation system, disk de- 
tector, and on-board vision system. 

6.1. Supervisory Control 

The AUVS compet i t ion is well defined and oc- 
curs in a structured environment .  Based on the 
scoring analysis in Section 2.1, the flight plan can 
be decomposed  into a small number  of  tasks that 
the vehicle must  perform.  Various internal and 
external events  will trigger the transition be- 
tween tasks (see Figure 4). Notice that although 
these commands  may seem to occur  in a simple 
sequence it is the responsibili ty of  the supervi- 
sory control compute r  to determine if a disk has 
been dropped,  fuel is running low, t ime is run- 
ning out, etc.,  and to make appropriate  changes 
in the flight plan. For example,  if a disk is 
dropped while t ransport ing it to the drop-off  
area, the vehicle should stop moving toward the 
drop-off  area and retrieve another  disk. 

Predefined strategies have been developed 
and programmed into the supervisory  control 
system. The strategy for a particular flight will 

; w l  t ch  I =CAL 

s w  i tch / =RUN 

SWlLCn2=ROBOT 

i n ch  

all=HOVER 

ve r  

..... 3N0 MA  

disk-NODETECT 
and moved l 6 

Ioc'NOT(OVERWALL} ~ OUND 

Fig. 4. High-level state diagram 

be chosen by the team captain prior to takeoff. 
The choice will be based on a variety of  factors 
including the weather,  our per formance  to date, 
state of  disrepair of  the craft, current point totals 
in the competi t ion,  evaluation of opponents '  po- 
tential per formance ,  etc. The supervisory con- 
trol sys tem does not have the capability to 
change the strategy in mid-flight. For example  
one simple strategy may be based on the assump- 
tion that the pickup mechanism has failed and 
therefore acquisition of a disk is impossible.  In 
this case to maximize point accumulat ion we 
would take-off,  fly for 30 seconds,  and land. An- 
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other  example with more complex decision mak- 
ing would be when there is a choice between 
landing and acquiring or delivering another  disk. 
If only 30 additional points are required to win, 
risking the acquisition and delivery of  another  
disk would not be the best strategy. 

External  sensory inputs trigger transitions be- 
tween states in the state diagram. The behavior 
which is exhibited by this simple mechanism may 
appear to be complex,  even though its implemen- 
tation in software is straightforward. When 
power is applied, the AAV is in the "initialize" 
state. An external  switch moved to the calibrate 
position transitions the craft to the "cal ibrate"  
state. Once the vehicle has finished the calibra- 
tion task and the engine has been started, the ex- 
ternal switch is changed to the RUN position. 
This commands the vehicle to transition to the 
"pre launch"  state which waits until the remote 
control switch is placed into the C O M P U T E R  
position whereby the vehicle will " launch."  The 
sequence of  events which now occurs is depen- 
dent upon previous states and sensory input. If 
the remote control unit is switched to HUMAN,  
the computer  will immediately transition into the 
"human"  state from which the pilot commands 
the vehicle. This transition will override all other 
switch settings. 

If the second switch on the remote control is 
placed in the HOVER position, the craft will 
transition immediately " h o v e r "  and remain there 
until the switch is changed. In the LAND posi- 
tion the computer  will immediately transition to 
the "pre land"  state and land when the vehicle 
has determined that it has moved away from the 
3 foot high barrier. If the switch is placed in the 
ABORT position the computer  will immediately 
transition to the L A N D  state thereby command- 
ing the craft to land regardless of  its current lo- 
cation. While in the N O R M A L  switch position, 
the state machine will transition between 
"hover,"  "gopickup," "seekdisk," "lower" (pick- 
up mechanism), " ra ise ,"  "godropoff ,"  and 
"dropdisk"  as the strategy, current  state, and 
sensory inputs demand. 

6.2. Navigation 

The command generator  uses high level com- 
mands passed from the robot pilot state machine 

and preprocessed sensor data to set reference 
values for the stabilization module (Figure 5). 
This module executes a minimum of  10 times 
each second. If the vehicle is under partial or full 
human control,  the command generator receives 
high level commands from the remote control. 
The command generator  sends its signals through 
prefilters designed to help improve the response 
of  the closed-loop system. The filtered signals 
are then used as reference inputs to the stability 
augmentation and attitude controller. 

6.3. Stability Augmentation and Attitude 
Control for 1992 

6.3.1. Motivation and Background. In this sec- 
tion, the automatic controller design techniques 
being employed for the second year (1992) UTA 
effort will be presented. Maintaining adequate 
control was a problem with the 1991 UTA vehi- 
cle. Classical controller design techniques were 
used, and a considerable amount  of ad hoc tuning 
was required when the system was implemented 
on the vehicle. Even then, the best control 
achieved was not very precise, and an under- 
shoot of  minimum altitude contributed to the 
crash at the competition. The additional time and 
resources available for design of  the 1992 entry 
will be used to develop and implement a much 

C o n t r o l  C o m p u t e r  
MC 68332 

Robot Pilot 
->. ~ State 

Machine Pickup 

L> l*l l+ l ........... 
L ........... J ~ l  ........ I /  

Fig. 5. Control system block diagram 
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more robust stability augmentation system. This 
section will report on the design of the block la- 
beled "Automatic Controls" in Figure 5, and in 
particular on the design of the altitude/heading 
control loop. During this effort, we have made 
some extensions and modifications to a recently 
published technique for mixed ~2/~-opt imal  
control design. These results are reported. 

There are many uncertainties in the model that 
may be attributed to nonlinearities (e.g., aileron 
induced drag effect upon altitude hold), modeling 
errors, ignored dynamics, discretization errors, 
disturbances, sensor noise, sensor bias/hyster- 
esis, and more. Therefore, the controller design 
should be maximally robust in terms of both sta- 
bility and performance. It must also satisfy the 
physical constraints imposed by available sensor 
quality and bandwidth, digital sampling rate, and 
finite power control effectors. 

The controls to be implemented have been de- 
signed to a mixed ~2/~= optimality criteria [4]. 
The design technique employed is an extension 
of an ~2-optimization method commonly known 
as LQG/LTR (Linear Quadratic Gaussian with 
Loop Transfer Recovery); see [5, 6]. While it has 
been shown that optimal LQG designs can ex- 
hibit arbitrarily poor stability margins [7], it has 
also been demonstrated that ~2-optimal control- 
lers may generally achieve a good combination of 
nominal performance and stability robustness 
properties [8]. On the other hand, ~ -op t ima l  de- 
signs having wide stability margins are usually 
possible, but good performance with these con- 
trollers may be more difficult to realize. In fact, 
one usually opts for a sub-optimal design in order 
to retain better performance. For the case when 
the order of the controller is fixed at less than or 
equal to the order of the plant model, it has also 
been shown that the design equations yielding an 
~ controller are a generalization of the classic 
estimator and regulator Riccati equations used in 
LQG designs [9, 10]. So it is natural to consider 
a combined optimization problem. 

A straightforward design methodology to per- 
form frequency domain loop shaping with a 
mixed optimality criterion has recently been pre- 
sented by Yeh, et al. [11]. A mixed ~2/~= version 
of the Doyle and Stein condition [5] which forms 
the basis of the loop transfer recovery procedure 
was derived. The presentation herein will closely 

follow the development in [l 1] with three notable 
modifications. First, the dual problem for output 
loop shaping rather than input loop shaping will 
be developed. Recovery to the plant output is 
generally more appropriate when good command 
following is required, and it is essential whenever 
the plant model has more inputs than outputs. 
While the dual nature of the mixed ~ 2 / ~  optimal 
control problem is already well established [12, 
13], it is hoped that this presentation will help to 
clarify the design process as it relates to the the- 
ory and notation presented in [10]. Second, a sig- 
nificant restriction on the choice of a design pa- 
rameter will be removed. We have found that the 
removal of this restriction affords the designer an 
additional freedom that allows for better perfor- 
mance to be maintained while improving the sta- 
bility margins. Finally, we will present a modified 
loop design and recovery procedure which can 
be used to further refine the optimum tradeoff 
between performance and stability robustness. 

6.3.2. Essential ~2/~-Optimizat ion Theory. A 
complete discussion of the combined ~2/~=-op- 
timal control problem formulation is presented in 
Appendix A. 

6.3.3. ~2/~=-Optimal Control Design Applied 
to the AAV Altitude/Heading Control. 

6.3.3.1. INTRODUCTION. The proposed new vehi- 
cle is a tail-sitter similar in concept to the 1991 
aircraft. It is modeled as an airplane in vertical 
flight with the roll or x-axis nominally perpendic- 
ular to the earth (Figure 2). Essential aircraft 
flight dynamics may usually be captured in 8th 
order models which can be decoupled into a pair 
of 4th order models representing so-called longi- 
tudinal and lateral modes. However, the unusual 
characteristics of this tail-sitter operating close 
to hover at all times naturally led to the separa- 
tions presented herein. 

The current configuration (it is still being re- 
fined) calls for primary altitude control via a 
throttle, ST, and roll attitude control via a set of 
ailerons, ~ .  Both past experience and the model 
below demonstrate significant coupling between 
altitude and roll control through the control con- 
nection matrix. The engine relatively slowly 
compared to other control actions, so it is a pri- 
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mary limiting factor  on the final bandwidth of the 
system. Also, the relatively large ratio of engine 
and propeller gyroscopic inertia to vehicle iner- 
tia, together with prop-wash and direct reac- 
tion torque effects, means that throttle setting 
changes induce large rolling moments.  

6.3.3.2. THE ALTITUDE/HEADING MODEL. With ref- 
erence to axis and control surface definitions in 
Figure 2, the aircraft altitude/heading nominal 
model may be represented in state-space by 

2 = Ax(t)  + Bu(t), (6.1a) 
y(t) = Cx(t), (6.1b) 

where 

A = 

C = 

ii o o o7 X,, 0 0 ,~ 
0 0 1 ; 

L:, 0 L'Po L'~ d 

[1000:] 
0 0 1 0 ' F°l 0 

= 0 ; 
L ~  L~ 

[ k~T 

The states x = [ x u + p LOp ]T are  vertical po- 
sition (perturbed altitude), vertical velocity, roll 
angle (heading), roll rate, and propeller speed. 
The controls u = [ST 5~]T are the normalized 
throttle and aileron inputs. Note  that ]5,] is 
treated as a deterministic disturbance input to 
the vertical direction states. Simulations to fol- 
low will show its effect. 

The coefficients of the model (so-called stabil- 
ity derivatives), to which the control system pre- 
sented herein is designed, were obtained almost 
exclusively from purely theoretical approxima- 
tions. For  example,  

1 [OF T 0~)] (6.2) 

where m is the vehicle mass, Fv is the thrust 
force, and ~ is the drag force. Our airframe 
group provided estimates of  final gross weight 

and total drag. Then,  theoretical and empirical 
relationships between propeller thrust,  size, and 
shaft horsepower  along with an estimate of  pro- 
peller efficiency were used to develop relation- 
ships for FT = flO~p). Drag force was similarly 
treated, and the necessary stability derivative 
calculated. The resulting model parameters are 

X,, = -0 .06987 1, X°JP = 0.0366ft ,  
S S 

1 1 
LI, = - 0 . 1 9 0 4 f ~ .  s, L~, = - 9 . 5 2 1 - , s  

L'o~p = 0.018773 1, L,T _ 18.733 1 
s s 2 '  

1 1 
L'~, = 59.82 s-- ~, k~T = 59.82 O "  

The two assumed measurements are derived 
from data taken by the on-board sensor package. 
From an analysis of the available (affordable) 
sensors, we expect  these measurements to begin 
to exhibit increasingly significant error  above 
about 4 rad/s. 

6.3.3.3. AAV CONTROLLER DESIGN AND RE- 

SULTS. The loop transfer recovery procedure pre- 
sented in Appendix A.5 was used to design a 
combined ~z/~=-optimal controller. A desirable 
loop shape to recover  with an open-loop plant is 
one that is integrating (for good tracking), satis- 
fies low frequency minimum magnitude con- 
straints (for good disturbance rejection), has a 0 
dB cross-over slope of about - 20 dB/decade (for 
good nominal stability margins), and has a rea- 
sonably limited bandwidth (for good noise rejec- 
tion). Often a desirable loop shape can not be 
achieved with any choice of D~, and augmenta- 
tion of the plant with additional dynamics is re- 
quired. However ,  since the AAV and its model 
are designed with this optimization procedure in 
mind, the model is already square and integrating 
as required. 

Besides loop shapes, another  factor in the 
controller design is its maximum frequency. 
Since the sample rate is planned at 40 Hz,  we 
decided to place a limit of  4 Hz (25 tad/s) on the 
controller. This value should allow us to imple- 
ment the controller with acceptably small discre- 
tization error. It will also help in avoiding control 
servo saturations. 
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Figure 6 shows the open-loop plant, target 
feedback loop, and Kalman filter loop transfer 
functions. Also illustrated are the constraints 
placed upon the loop shape per the above discus- 
sion. The design parameter choices are given in 
Appendix B. These choices result in an ~2 con- 
troller with a maximum frequency just under 25 
rad/s. Note  that per the theoretical development 
in Appendix A, we have selected E ~  # C. We 
were never able to obtain results as good as de- 
scribed below when the equality was enforced. 
Of course,  this is not to say that better results 
can not be obtained, but we do assert that the 
extra freedom of adjusting E,~ makes reaching a 
given level of  performance and robustness "eas- 
ier" to accomplish. 

Figure 7 shows the final design loop shapes 
(solid lines) and the sensitivities. The maximum 
filter loop singular value is plotted (dashed line) 
to aid in comparing plots. At the final design 
point, D, has been increased by a factor of two 
over the values given in Appendix B. For the 
sensitivity and complementary sensitivity plots, 
the dashed lines illustrate the 7(2 controller for 
comparison. The maximum sensitivity has im- 
proved from 5.29 to 2.55 dB, and the maximum 
complementary sensitivity from 3.44 to 1.33 dB. 
The final adjustment made to DI accounted for 
about 0.12 dB of the improvement. It also raised 
the controller maximum frequency from about 23 
to 25 rad/s. 

Figures 8 and 9 give the step altitude and step 
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roll command responses• A low-pass filter with a 
break frequency of 0.7 rad/s is used to shape the 
altitude command. The solid lines are for the fi- 
nal ~2/7(~ controller, the dashed are before in- 
creasing Dj, and the dash-dot are for the ~(~2 c o n -  
troller. Figure 9 shows increase of D1 resulted in 
recovery of some of the 7~ 2 controller nominal 
performance• 

From tests that are currently being conducted 
we have determined that some of our parameter 
estimates were off by as much as a factor of 
three, and the controller coefficients will there- 
fore need to be recalculated. However,  we de- 
cided to try the controller designed above on the 
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revised plant model.  We found very little change 
in the responses.  Indeed,  the controller  design 
has proven to be robust  to every worse case sce- 
nario that has been tried so far. 

Figure 10 illustrates the responses  obtained 
using the final controller  design in a much more 
complete  and realistic nonlinear model.  This 
model includes ac tuator  dynamics ,  saturation 
limits, and most  significantly the nonlinear ]~,] 
coupling to the vertical accelerat ion equation. 
The solid lines for compar ison  are the same as 
given in Figure 9. The dashed lines are for the 
nominal plant given above,  and the dash-dot  lines 
are for the revised plant. 
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Fig. 10. Nonlinear and perturbed plant step response 

6.4. Hurnan-Cornputer Control 

One problem when developing an au tonomous  
control sys tem is the transition period between 
human and compute r  pilot. The UTA AAV team 
has developed a unique solution to this problem. 
The control compute r  reads four proport ional  
channels (throttle, pitch, roll, and yaw) and three 
nonproport ional  channels (on/off) from the re- 
ceiver  on-board the craft. One non- proportional  
channel is used to t ransfer  control be tween the 
on-board computer  and the human pilot. Two 
more non-proport ional  channels are used to set 
the mode of  the vehicle. This switch is used to 
command  the vehicle to continue performing the 
task, or it can be used to force the vehicle to go 
into hover,  or to land immediately.  

While the vehicle is under human control the 
compute r  passes three PWM signals directly to 
the outputs without modification. In this mode 
the human pitch roll and yaw commands  will fly 
the craft. When the human switches to select 
compute r  control the computer  then generates 
the output.  This allows human control of  pitch 
and yaw while working on a simple control 
scheme for the roll and altitude channels. 

Unused receiver  channels can also be used as 
reference inputs. For example  a channel can be 
dedicated to the altitude reference signal and a 
step input to this reference signal can be changed 
from the ground while the vehicle step response 
is examined.  This allows a reference signal or 
other variable in the control software such as 
control gains or t ime constants  to be changed 
during flight. 

The 1992 vehicle will incorporate  a control 
scheme which enables a less exper ienced test pi- 
lot to fly the craft. New pilots have a difficult 
time learning the complex t ransformations re- 
quired to place themselves  in the cockpit  on the 
craft. This is complicated even further  in a tail- 
sitter. For  example  pitch and yaw are reversed 
when the craft has rolled 180 degrees. The sta- 
bilization of  the craft will be per formed directly 
by the control computer .  The pitch, roll, and yaw 
commands  in human control mode will control a 
commanded  navigation position in a 3D coordi- 
nate sys tem relative to the human pilot. Since the 
craft will be maintaining a constant  heading, zero 
pitch, and zero yaw during the entire flight plan, 
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the pilot will not have control over  the pitch, roll, 
or yaw axes. 

7. Conclusions and Future Research 

Scott,  Steve Spence (Pilot), and Dr. D. Tuck- 
ness, J.D. Sanders,  Rick Roberts,  Derek Barn- 
hill, Randy Siemens, Paul Wanamaker, Kyle 
Barker, and Rodney Fannin. 

Participation in this challenging event has af- 
forded students a valuable opportunity to apply 
their classroom studies and to broaden their 
skills. The work has led to a bet ter  understanding 
and appreciation by all involved for the kinds of 
technical and nontechnical  problems and that 
must be identified and overcome in practice. The 
work has also spurred our research in the area of 
applied optimal controls. Our effort to design a 
combined 3~2/~=-optimal controller for the air- 
craft has resulted in an extension to the loop 
transfer recovery  theory. A future research goal 
is to further extend and clarify the meaning of  
these results. We also will emphasize the re- 
duced-order  problem. Another  goal for the future 
is to investigate the use of  neural networks and/ 
or adaptive techniques to try to overcome some 
of the shortcomings of low-cost sensors. 
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Appendix A 

A.1. The Combined ~2/Y~-Optimal Control 
Problem Formulation 

We begin by introducing the ~=-constrained 
LQG control problem. This problem may be 
posed in the following manner using the notation 
and theory developed in [10]. Consider the state- 
space system description 

= Ax( t )  + Bu(t)  + Dlw(t) ,  (A. la) 

y(t) = Cx(t) + O2w(t), (A.lb) 

z(t) = ElX(t) + Ezw(t), (A. lc) 

z=(t) = El=x(t) + Ez~w(t) (A.ld) 

having one exogenous input vector  and two ob- 
served output vectors where A E ~t n × ", B E 

. . . . .  , C E @/× ,, D1 ~ ~,, × p, D2 C ~ / x  p, E1 
E ~q × ", E2 ~ ~q × % El= E ~q= × n, E2 ~ E 
@q . . . .  . The triple (A, B, C) represents the sta- 
bilizable and detectable minimum phase nominal 
system. All other matrices in are taken to be 
" f ree"  design parameters subject the following 
standard assumptions and definitions [12]: 

i) (A, DI) stabilizable and (E~ ,  (A) detectable; 

ii) E[E2 = 0; E~zEz = R2 > 0; 

iii) E[JE72~ = 0; E[~E,~ = R,~; Ef2o~E2~ = R2~; 

iv) DID~ = 0; DIDT = V1; 

D2D~ = V2 > O. 

The design objective is to design a stabilizing 
linear feedback controller 

K(s) - C,(sI  - A , )  I B,. 

such that 

II H(s)II -> y 

and the cost functional 

= tr{Q/)} 

is minimized. 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 
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The closed-loop t ransfer  function whose ~=-  
norm is to be bounded by some given constant  -/ 
is given by 

H(s)  = E~(sI - _4) '[) 

A BCc D1 1 
= B~.C A~  B< LEI~ - D~ (A.5) 

It can be shown that the cost  functional g is de- 
pendent  upon 

}~-,: 0 : A ~ -t- ~-.A T 

+ ./ 2 A / ) ~  + 17' (A.6) 

where 

C~cR2Cc 

It can also be shown that when w is standard 
Gaussian white noise, ,q provides an optim- 
al overbound for the usual L Q G  cost  function- 
al 

f; J = lira (zTz)dt. (A.7) 
t~oc 

That  is, as outlined in [8], the results of  [14] dem- 
onstrate  that L Q G  problem can be conver ted  into 
an equivalent  ~2-problem via Parseval ' s  theo- 
rem. Thus,  a weighed t radeoff  be tween sys tem 
transfer  functions can be accompl ished with a 
loop transfer  recovery  procedure  to the plant 
output  breakpoint .  

Making the simplification E2= = [3E2 and tak- 
ing [3 = 0, then the following l emma due to Bern- 
stein and Haddad  [10] gives sufficient conditions 
for closed-loop stability with mixed ~ 2 / ~  opti- 
mality (see [12] for relationships to the dual de- 
ve lopment  in [15]). 

L e m m a  A.1 - Suppose  there exists positive 
semidefinite solutions Q, P, and O to 

0 = A Q  + QA T + V~ + "y -2QR~Q 

- Q C T V 2 ' C Q ,  (A.8) 

0 = (a  + ,y-2(Q + O)Rl~)Tp + 

P(A  + ~I 2(Q + O ) R ~ j  + Rl 

- P B R  2 IBTp, (A.9) 

0 = (A - C T V21Cp  + "y 2QRsJ  Q + 

Q(A - cTv21  CP  + 3, 2QR~=)T 
+ ~/-2QR,~Q - QC T V 2 ' C Q  (A. IO) 

such that 

Ac = A - BcC + BC~. + 7 - 2 Q R ~ ,  (A.11) 

Bc = QC r V£ ' ,  (A.12) 

C< = - R21BTpS  (A.13) 

stabilizes i i. given in (A.5). Then II H(s)II ~ -< 
and J < g. 

It should be noted that the L e m m a  A. 1 can be 
generalized to include nonzero E2= as well as 
controller  order constraints (i.e., the theory pro- 
vides for the direct design of reduced-order  con- 
trollers). 

A.2. Discussion 

The first part  of  the design objective is to mini- 
mize the steady state power  of  the output z when 
the input w is taken to be Gaussian white noise. 
That  is, minimize the ~2-norm of the t ransfer  ma- 
trix f rom w to z. This may generally be thought 
of  as a t ime-domain pe r fo rmance  constraint ,  and 
when coupled with LTR it also yields guaranteed 
minimimum stability margins. The remainder  of  
the design objective is to minimize the magnitude 
of  the output  z~ when w is taken to be a deter- 
ministic signal having unity power.  That  is, 
bound by some constant ,  % the ~ - n o r m  which 
is the peak over  all frequencies of  the maxi- 
mum singular value of the disturbance transfer  
matrix f rom w to z w. This objective serves to 
maximize robustness  with respect  to the worst  
case destablizing uncertainty that might be pres- 
ent. 

In performing an 3¢2-optimization, a formal  
t radeoff  between transfer  functions of  the sys tem 
is accomplished by freely using the usual L G Q  
design parameters  as design variables.  The ap- 
proach is to manipulate one of these variables to 
achieve a desirable open-loop transfer  function 
that may then be recovered by manipulating an- 
other  variable.  

In much the same manner  as established for 
LQG/LTR design, the authors of  [11] have de- 
tailed a procedure  for implementing combined 
3~2/~-opt imizat ion via LTR. Our development  
will closely parallel theirs except  that we will 
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deal with recovery  to the plant output breakpoint  
instead of the input. As noted earlier, this is 
merely the dual of  the output loop shaping prob- 
lem, and it applies to plants that have no more 
outputs than inputs (l -< m). 

A.3. Removal of a Design Parameter Constraint 

The following extends the results of  [1 l] to allow 
for the case when Ej~ ~ C. It is shown that a 
mixed ~z /~= version of the Doyle and Stein con- 
dition [5] can still be used to obtain a simple loop 
transfer  function that can be asymptot ical ly  re- 
covered.  The structure of  the mixed ~2/~= con- 
troller (Figure 11) is complete ly  analogous to 
the standard LQG structure [16], except  that 
we have added the ~ constraint  block, F = 
"y- ZQRl~. Let  

op v = ( s I -  A - F) - I  

= ( ~  - F) 1 
= 4 p ( 1 -  F~)  ~ (A.14) 

¢p and ~ are both functions of  s. We will sup- 
press the argument  to make the equations more 
readable.  I f  the loop is broken at point 1, then the 
return ratio y '  is given by 

y' = COBCc(I  - OvBC,)-'OvB~.r 

- C(I - cI)vBC¢.) 'c~vB,.r. 

(A. 15) 

......................................... 
K(s) Controller 

{ 

- - - . ~  ) ®  

Y 

i reference ~ommand 

y~ 
® 

Fig .  I I .  ~ 2 / ~  cont ro l le r  s t ruc ture  

If  COaB is not square, then the output matrix 
must be augmented.  Let  

C =  C.  

where C, such that ( ( ~ B )  and ( ( ~ B )  are both 
minimum phase and invertible. Then we can 
write the output matrix as 

C = [ I 0 ]C. (A.17) 

Substituting into (A.15) and using some simple 
algebra, we obtain 

y' [ 10]{~]OPB(I - C,.4p~B)-IC,.dpvB, r -  0 
L "x 

[I + q~vB(l - C,.¢,vB)-'C,.]~vBcr ~ 
F 

) 

= [ 1 0 ]OdPB](I - C, OpvB ) -  IC C- 
k 

[ ( O ~ B ) - l O  + (I  - C OS~B) 'C,]lc~B~r. 
! 
- (A.18) 

Clearly, the second term of  (A.18) can be made 
to vanish if C, can be chosen such that 

- C,¢DvB) 'C, = 0. (A.19) 

In that case, 

y' = [ 1 0 ]Oq, B[ - (OqbvB)-'C]~B,r 

= - C~[B(O~vB)-'QOP~]B,.r (A.20) 

- CC~Bcr. 

The last line of  (A.20) is a consequence of [17, 
Theorem 1.3.2]. Equation (A.19) is the output 
breakpoint  ~ 2 / ~  version of  the Doyle and Stein 
condition, and it was obtained in essentially the 
same manner  as the input version was obtained 
in [I 1]. However ,  our derivation in (A.20) allows 
for El~ ¢ C (equivalent to B 1 # B~ in the input 
breakpoint  formulation).  

We will now show that (A.19) can be satisfied 
for the choice of  Cc as given in (A. 13). Let  

Ap = (A + ~ 2(Q 4- Q)R,~), 

ME" 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 
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where M ¢ ~ ....... , M ~ exists. The augmenta- 
tion giving (~ and the transformation M must be 
chosen such that M(2[sI - Ap] - IB  is minimum 
phase. Substituting into (A.9), 

0 = ATp + PAp + (~TMTMC 

- P B ( ~ ) B T P .  (1.24) 

It can now be shown that (see [18]) 

lim P = 0, (A.25) 

lim~,~0 PB(~)  BTP= CTMrM(2' (A.26) 

lim -1BTp = UMI2, (A.27) 
w~0 P 

where U ~ . . . . . . .  , u T u  = I. 

Substituting (A.23) into (A. 13) and then combin- 
ing with (A.27) and rearranging gives 

UMd 
Cc = - l i r a - -  (A.28) 

w~0 13 

It is now easy to show that C~ does indeed sat- 
isfy the mixed ~2 and 3~  Doyle and Stein con- 
dition given by (A.19). 

A.4. Implications of E~= ~ C 

For completeness,  we should now examine the 
Kalman equality. When the selection E ~  = C is 
made, then decreasing ~ has precisely the same 
effect upon the modified filter equation (A.8) as 
a simple scaling of D2 would have. That is, it 
serves primarily to increase the magnitudes of 
the loop singular values resulting in a higher 
bandwidth for the filter loop. This has the ad- 
verse effect of  increasing controller bandwidth 
and final open-loop response bandwidth as the 
~= norm constraint  is reduced. In deriving a 
mixed version of the Kalman equality, the au- 
thors of [11] determined that a sensible alterna- 
tive was to scale D~ so that at low frequencies the 
filter loop principal gains are unchanged. 

The choice El= = C also has the effect of plac- 
ing a practical lower bound of 1 on ~. However ,  
for other  choices of E ~ ,  both the lower bound on 
gamma and the scaling that should be applied to 

D~ are unclear. Based primarily upon numerical 
experience,  we have opted to retain the scaling 
used in I l l ] .  That  is, let 

c~ -2 = 1 - ~ I (A.29) 

and use 1D~ in place of D~ when solving the mod- 
IR 

ified filter equation (A.8) for Q. We have also 
chosen to scale any choice of E ~  so that solu- 
tions to (A.8) exist for , / >  1, but do not exist for 
-/<_ I. This scaling must be done carefully since 
it is possible for ~/ = 1 to be a singular point of 
(A.8). 

A.5. A Modified Loop Transfer 
Recovery Procedure 

The procedure outlined is for output breakpoint 
recovery, and it is applicable only to minimum 
phase plants having a number  of outputs less 
than or equal to the number of inputs. A dual of 
this procedure may be applied to the input break- 
point of minimum phase plants having a number 
of inputs less than or equal to the number of out- 
puts. The first five steps are identical to the stan- 
dard LQG/LTR procedure.  Before beginning, a 
nonsquare plant should be augmented according 
to (A.17). For formal loop shaping, the plant 
should also generally be integrating. So, it may 
be necessary to append additional dynamics to 
the input before proceeding; see [19]. 

1. Manipulate D 1 to achieve a good Target 
Feedback Loop (TFL) shape. The T F L  transfer 
function is given by 

LTFL(S  ) = COP(s)Dt. (A.30) 

2. Choose D 2 = I and solve the Kalman Filter 
equation (-/---~ in (A.8)) for Qm. We will use the 
subscript " H 2 "  to refer to the solutions and con- 
trollers obtained with no enforcement  of the in- 
finity-norm constraint. Use (A.12) to obtain B c 
and plot the Filter loop shape where 

Lvi l t (S)  = C~(s)B~m. (A.31) 

3. The Filter loop shape should match closely 
with the T F L  at low frequencies,  and it will ex- 
hibit a 20dB/decade roll-off at high frequencies.  
If the T F L  appears unacceptable,  return to step 
1 and readjust D1. 
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4. Select E~ and E2 according to (A.22) and 
(A.23) and let 9 = 1. Solve (A.9) for PH2, form 
the controller according to (A.11)-(A.13), and 
plot final open loop shape G(S)KH2(S ). If the open 
loop shape is not sufficiently close to the Target 
loop shape (or if the controller bandwidth is too 
high), then decrease (increase) p in equation 
(A.23) and repeat this step. If an adequate trade- 
off can not be achieved, it may be necessary to 
return to step 1. 

5. Examine the time responses of the resulting 
~2-optimal system design. Our experience indi- 
cates that these should be reasonably accepted 
before proceeding. A close examination of the 
tradeoffs that are being effected by the combined 
optimization problem also supports this ap- 
proach. It is also advisable to compute the infin- 
ity-norms of H(s) as given in (A.5) and of the 
Sensitivity and Complementary Sensitivity func- 
tions (see [20] for a computational method). With 
experience, these results can be used as a gauge 
to estimate what final results might be possible 
when the infinity-norm constraint is imposed. 
For reference, the Sensitivity and Complemen- 
tary Sensitivity functions are 

( ) S(s) = I + G(s) K(s) , (A.32) 

( ) T(s) = G(s)K(s) I + G(s)K(s) (A.33) 

6. Choose E~= = C, select 7 > 1, and solve 
(A.8)-(A.10) for P, Q, and Q. Obtain the control- 
ler using (A. 11)-(A. 13) and examine performance 
and robustness. 

7. Iterate over y and manipulate E~= to obtain 
desired or best possible levels of combined per- 
formance and robustness. DI might also be ad- 
justed as discussed below. One should keep in 
mind that changes in E ~  and Dj affect the mini- 
mum value of % so rescaling of E>  may be nec- 
essary. 

A.6. Some Observations and 
Numerical Considerations 

We have had success in the limited number of 
examples studied to date by using some of the 

same guidelines for adjusting E,~ as might be em- 
ployed for initially selecting Dj. That is, we ex- 
amine the transfer function (E~qb DI) and try to 
improve upon what might be called a modified 
Target loop response. On examination of (A.8), 
this approach makes sense because as y is de- 
creased, the modified filter "sees" a modified 
output. 

Generally, as p is decreased all of the peak 
sensitivities (infinity-norms of H(s), S(s), and 
T(s)) decrease. The tradeoff is that the eigenval- 
ues of the controller also increase, so a faster and 
more powerful control system is required. Also, 
the equations become harder to solve. 

Figure 12 was generated from the AAV control 
problem solved in Section 6.3.3.3. Notice that 
the t 2 cost peaks at around In(y) = 1.6. This be- 
havior is the result of scaling Dx and of selecting 
E j ~ ¢ C .  

As a final tuning parameter, we have some- 
times found it advantageous to also adjust the 
magnitude of D~ when nearing the final design. 

The I scaling olD, sometimes causes the L 2 c o s t s  

and the eigenvalues of the controller to decrease 
with y after it has been lowered below some crit- 
ical level. When this has occurred, D l c a n  some- 
times be increased by a some scalar magnitude to 
recover performance but with little or no adverse 
effect on the stability margins. The design appli- 
cation presented herein exhibits this behavior. 

As effective numerical algorithm for solving 
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(A.8)-(A. 10) has been repor ted in [21] and [22]. It 
is based upon rewriting the O equation in a Lya-  
punov form dependent  upon the prior  step solu- 
tion and then iterating between the highly cou- 

pied P and Q equations.  It exhibits very good 
numerical  stability and can obtain solutions ar- 
bitrarily close to the minimum -¢ for a given prob- 
lem. 

Appendix B--Control Design Parameters 

D I =  

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
- 5.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
- 0.9367 29.9100 0.0000 0.0000 
49.9500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

D 2 =  
0. 0. 1. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 1. 

E l =  1. O. O. O. O. 
O. O. 1. O. O. 
O. O. O. O. O. 
O. O. O. O. O. 

E 2 =  0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 
0.1400 0.0000 
0.0000 0.1400 

E l I N F  = 0.6250 0.3125 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.6250 0.1875 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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